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Abstract  

Identity of a place is a reflection of the attachment between the individuals and the environment they live 

within it. A commercial street is not just a place that offers social activities, communication, 

entertainment and shopping but it constitutes the urban identity of the city. Commercial Street identity is 

defined as the relation between the street environments its buildings, landscape features, shops displays, 

and the activities of its users within it. Street identity is a combination between the three main attributes 

physical setting of the street, the socio-cultural activities of its users and the meaning informed by the 

street users. A commercial street identity should be preserved over year as it embodies the character of the 

community.  

“Place identity’, “Sense of place” are some definitions that should be identified in order to 

understand the relation between the street environment and its surrounding settings. The street identity is 

one of the main elements that create sense of attachment to a place. Changes in a city urban fabric 

induced in disappearing some traditional streets and historical buildings that negatively affected the city 

identity. Loss of street identity weakens sense of belonging and attachment between the street users and 

the street and lessens the uniqueness meaning of attraction to a place. A city with a distinctive image 

helps preserving a good quality of life for its inhabitants.  Saving the street identity helps maintain the 

link between roots of the past and the development of the future. 

The aim of this research is to study the three main attributes affecting the street identity and the factors 

affecting each of them and demonstrate a comparison between them. A checklist is concluded from the 

literature review and analyzed examples to demonstrate the best practice and agenda to have a distinctive 

street identity. The results of this study were obtained by applying the checklist on three different main 

commercial streets to identify the most attribute influencing the street identity. The research is based on 

literature review, visual observation of the 3 case studies and a survey on residents and visitors to include 

their opinions. 
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Introduction 

Commercial streets are the main channel of city life. They cut across different urban sections, 

serving as access routes and travel corridors. Having commercial streets that reveal the city’s 

image is important to its livability. These streets create sense of attachement to their city and 

make it a more enjoyable place toits inhabitants. 

To study the image in commercial streets, it is necessary to understand the term of ‘place 

identity’. Proshansky defines place identity as “those dimensions of self that define the 

individual’s personal identity in relation to the physical environment by means of a complex 

pattern of conscious and unconscious ideas, beliefs, preferences, feelings, values, goals, and 

behavioral tendencies and skills relevant to this environment” (Proshansky, 1978, p. p 155) 

 

Definition of place identity 

Place identity is a deep term as it is related not only to the place but also to the identity of the 

person; therefore, different perceptions and definitions clearly explain place identity. The 

definition of Norberg-Schulz explain this: “We understand that human identity is to high extent a 

function of places and things. It is therefore not only important that our environment has a spatial 

structure but that it consists of concrete objects of identification. Human identity presupposes the 

identity of place” (Norberg-Schulz, 1980, p. 21). This definition is strengthen by Relph, as he 

explains that a place is related with inner characteristics of the individual  “ the more profoundly 

inside you are the stronger is this identity with the place “ (Relph, 1976, p. 49) 

Place identity can be defined as the relation between the people and the surrounding 

environment. Therefore, the absence of place identity weakens the attachment and meaning of 

place.  As Hull said supporting place identity of the physical environment that strengthen the 

sense of place and help in building self-identity as he states” There seems considerable 

theoretical support and tentative empirical support for the proposition that place features serve as 

symbols or icons that can contribute to place identity (and thereby contribute to self-identity)”. 

(R. Bruce Hull IV*, 1994). Place identity is a product of a continuous evolutionary process as 

Carter explains place identity “it is not a static image of its state, but it’s rather the result of 

concrete development over tie. Area identity can only be shown and communicated through the 

history which has shaped it, requiring continuous interpretative mediation.” (Canter, 1977) 
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A place has to be a remarkable to reflect its own identity. Lynch defines place identity as “the 

extent to which a person can recognize or recall a place as being distinct from other places” 

(Lynch, 1981, p. 131). Also, Relph emphasized the need for unique places and it’s importance to 

have its own character as he mentions: “A deep human need exists for associations with 

significant places. If we choose to ignore that need, and follow the forces of placelessness to 

continue unchallenged, then the future can only hold an environment in which places simply do 

not matter. If, on the other hand, we choose to respond to that need and transcend placelessness, 

then the potential exists for the development of an environment in which places are for man, 

reflecting and enhancing the variety of human experience” (Relph, 1976) 

A place identity tells a lot about a place as it acts as a bridge between the past and the current 

situation. Jonathan describes identity from his view as: “Identity marks the conjuncture of our 

past with the social, cultural and economic relations we live within” (Rutherford, 1990). 

Moreover,“Place attachment makes places more meaningful to the users. The identity of the 

place is established through users’ positive identifications with the places, the feeling of 

satisfaction, enjoyment and security. The functional and the emotional attachment contribute to a 

stronger sense of place and continuity of place identity” (Ujang, 2012) 

 

The importance of place identity in commercial streets 

It is believed that an urban place needs place identity so it can be seen as a distinct, separate 

entity from other places. Place identity is an important feature of a good environment in order to 

be called as a place and a valuable component for its sustainability. Each place contains 

identifiable special attributes which create a spirit of place that symbolize it. Street as an element 

of the city is the most influencing elements of the urban identity (Hartanti, 2012).  

“Streets and their sidewalks, the main public places of a city, are its most vital organs. Think of a 

city and what comes to mind? Its streets. If the city’s streets look interesting, the city looks 

interesting; if they look dull, the city looks dull” (Jacobs, 1961). 

Commercial Street has a magnetic quality that attracts people, business and commerce that make 

them appropriate. Streets with a special identity stand out in their ability to contribute to a 

community’s need. 

A street could be a space of representation that has significant role in symbolizing the city. For 

example, when talking about Paris, what’s the first thing that comes to the mind” Les Champs-
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elysee”. Due to the strong identity that this street has and it’s strength in creative activities, hence 

it functions as a symbol of the city and a source of economic strength for higher material 

standards of living  (Jacobs A. B., 1993) 

The street context is built through the physical and natural elements. While cities are changing 

and in its process of development it can destroy its parts and alter the urban fabric and disturb its 

sense of place. For this reason,  street identity is important to  increases one’s awareness not only 

to environment , but also to society and it helps maintains the overall sense of place. Street 

identity supports the evolution of the local urban context, with respect to human activity, built 

form, and nature (Oktay, 2002) 

 

Approaches of place identity 

In order to build an image of a space and understanding its elements there must be interaction 

between the environment and the individual. People usually interact and feel the environment 

though its physical properties but also mental interaction must take place in order to give the 

place its meaning and identity (Lynch K. , 1960). The sensory stimuli is the first step toward 

comprising a place identity and images of the place. In order to understand and feel a space this  

happens by sight, sound, smell or touch , reading it begin to compose some images of this place, 

storing memories, assessing it and acting with the place (Rapoport, 1977).This interaction must 

pass through some stages perception-cognition and image. 

Perception 

Perception is a process that differs from one person to another and depends on some factors such 

as gender, age, culture, social and physical environment. Perception is the method by which 

people receive information from their surroundings (Lynch, 1960).The immediate sensuous 

quality of an environment, the way it looks smells, sounds, feels, is the approach in which the 

observer sense his environment and perceive it in his own way (Sepe, 2013). The perception of 

the place by the individual identifies the urban place characteristics and identity of a place which 

make it distinct from another place. “Places in the environment should not only be diverse, but 

have a clear perceptual identity” (Lynch K. , 1995).  After understanding the environment, 

feeling it and acting with the surrounding an” image’ of the place is composed (Lynch K. , 1995) 
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Image 

This image is a combination of both perception (immediate sensation) and the memory of past 

experience.  . The environmental image is the general mental image of the physical environment 

formed by the individual.  An environmental image can be analyzed it to 3 components identity, 

structure and meaning. From here the term “image ability’ is composed and it is the value of any 

object that helps in inducing a strong image to the observer .A good environmental image give 

the individual a sense of security which result in a balanced relationship between himself and the 

environment (Lynch K. , 1960) 

 

Cognitive mapping 

Then comes the cognition of the environment through emotional interaction between the 

observer and the surrounding. Cognition is the gathering of information and images a person has 

from his constant and repetitive interaction and involvement with the environment. It’s the 

feeling for the urban space, developed through past experiences related to the place (Luque-

Martinez, 2007).As a result the cognitive map analysis is concluded which evaluate the 

understanding of the individual to the identity of the place and its characteristics. As the observer 

becomes familiar with the environment, he translates his thoughts and the elements he sees and 

hears of the environment in to symbolic diagrams of how the elements fit together. As long as he 

can draw and relate things together , he has a great clue and good perception of the environment 

and consequently an identity of the place is conducted. (Lynch, 1960). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 Analysis of the visual experience of Harvard street in Brookline and a diagram of its structure 

(Lynch K. , 1995) 
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The Commercial Street 

-Revolution of the commercial street 

Most European cities have grown from medieval origins, with characteristics of small-scale, 

narrow, non-geometric street patterns. In the next period, from the 14th to the 17th century, the 

Renaissance started in Italy in the late middle Ages and then spread to the rest of Europe, 

followed by Baroque starting around 1600 in Rome. In the late 19th and early 20th centuries, 

modernism was arising, and it was shaped by the development of modern industrial societies and 

the rapid growth of cities (Gallion, 1986) 

A discipline by the 20
th

 century evolved that preferred the automobile over the movement of 

pedestrian within streets. This was emphasized by the two major moves Charter of Athens and 

Garden city movement that neglected the function of the street as a public space. Together, they 

concentrated on buildings rather than people needs and the public life that takes place in public 

place. The Garden city divided the landuses between places for cars and green open spaces 

where communication between people took place rather than being on streets.  As a result of 

these moves the people become more dissatisfied and calling for preindustrial cities (Donald 

Appleyard, 1982) 

 

Figure 2 Traditional versus modern layouts (a)streets and buildings arraned in a grid (b) streets and buildings follow their own 

forms (Marshall, 2004) 

 

Since the early 1990s, New Urbanism began in solving the problems resulted by modernism. It 

began in returning compact dense and mixed uses in place and drawing attention to the function 

of public place and the streets .The street itself which was facing deterioration and failure 

received back its recognition as a public place for people to walk (Marshall, 2004) 
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Principal shopping was managed in the agora and about it lined the shops and market booths. 

Although there is evidence of small individual shops connected to some of the dwellings these 

may have been the workrooms of craftsmen as well as market shops (Gallion, 1986) 

 

Figure 3The greek agora main commercial area and its surrounding shops (Gallion, 1986) 

In the end of the fifth century the architect Hippodamus was credited by introducing the 

"gridiron" street system which was present in the early towns of Egypt for the organization of 

buildings and street (Gallion, 1986). 

 

Figure 4 The gridiron street system (Gallion, 1986) 
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In the "Roman" dwelling ,the street front of the houses was usually devoted to shops. Shops were 

on the ground floor with interior stairs leading from each to an apartment above (Gallion, 1986). 

Figure 5 The roman dwelling (Gallion, 1986) 

 

With the nineteenth century came the industrial revolution .Shops were modest and generally 

located in the home of the owner. With production increased, trade expanded, the shop moved 

from the home into separate quarters (Marshall, 2004) 

Commercial corridors started to develop by the end of the nineteenth century, when most cities 

started to expand rapidly beyond the limits of their downtown area. Commercial buildings began 

to appear to serve the households that had started locating along the line, saving the residents 

from having to go all the way to downtown to shop . These first commercial streets outside 

downtown, consist of a single row of shop fronts mark the birth of the commercial strip. 

Customers could walk, take the electric car, or drive to the shops. The strip was less congested 

and allowed for more parking near the stores. 

By the 1920’s, motor vehicles were not only numerous but also faster and larger. Motorists 

wishing to shop grew impatient with crowded streets and the lack of parking. In the 1970’s many 

small, neighborhood serving shops were progressively replaced by long, buildings with blank 

facades and no decoration or windows. Window displays and sidewalk trees often disappeared, 

parking lots increased and the corridors became visually monotonous for pedestrians  
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Typology of commercial streets 

Streets are the image of the city and the indicators of how good an urban community works 

(Lynch K. , 1960). Different features of commercial streets indicate the different types of urban 

community. As a result commercial streets are categorized according to: 

.-Location of a town within a region (Fahui Wang, (2014) 

- Orientation and width of the streets 

- Diversity of goods (Prichard, 1996) 

 

Shops tend to locate themselves along the most spatially integrated streets (Hillier, 1993) 

Shopping streets are also categorized by design into pure pedestrian corridors and corridors with 

mixed auto and pedestrian features (“mixed corridors”). This categorization recognizes that there 

are design and functional differences between corridor types. There are several types of corridors 

and neighborhood aspects, and other physical variables that might be thought to be more 

effective in certain types of corridors than others (Biddulph, 2006) 

 

 

1.Location 

To begin with, location of shopping streets depends on the degree of connectivity of these streets 

to the city’s street grid and its integration with the surrounding streets in the area. Space syntax 

analysis has demonstrated that the more connected is the street, the more likely this street will 

become a commercial street. Street connectivity or street permeability may be a key factor 

underlying the location of retail activities along a commercial street and within the urban 

structure (Hillier B. P., 1993). The traditional model described by the central place theory 

supposes a clear hierarchy of commercial settlements, built upon a combination of the types of 

goods and services provided and their relative position within the urban structure Central place 

theory (Christaller, 1972). For example low order goods are located in central places while high-

order goods are located on the outskirts of town. 
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2.Orientation and width of the streets 

Secondly, the width of the street in relation to the height of the buildings create the degree of 

definition of the street and hence gives sense of enclosure. Buildings are the primary feature of 

urban contexts that create a sense of enclosure on a shopping street, an important urban design 

element that helps create the sense of place and the experience of being in a place that is 

comfortable for pedestrians (Reid Ewing, 2013). Building scale and variety helps define the 

context and character of a shopping street and encourages walking by providing comfort and 

visual interest. For example, streets with high urban scale, eliminate the sun penetration to reach 

lower floors of buildings during winter hence, affecting the desirable quality of the place. A 

strong sense of spatial definition and enclosure can be supportive to placemaking of good 

commercial streets (Sue McGlynn, 1985). 

 

 

 

 

3.Diversity of goods 

Finally, the typology of shopping streets is affected by the diversity of goods sold throughout the 

street. Some streets are being specialized in certain type of goods other are a mixture of objects 

and services. The performance of a shopping street and its evaluation whether it’s successful or 

not, can be dependent on the diversity of stores along the street. A Street with diverse and mixed 

uses gives the opportunity for consumers to fulfill multipurpose shopping demands. However a 

shopping street with similar types of retail stores allow consumers to compare between stores 

(Prichard, 1996). Shopping streets with different variety of goods is more attractive for 

consumers as it reduce the cost of travel (Prichard, 1996). The higher the density of the streets 

the more intense the shopping street in number and variety. (Nes, 2005) 
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Community and street identity 

Streets of all types, in cities new and old, are the most immediate public spaces that support 

cultural, economic, political and social activities (Mehta, 2013).In the past the main concern of 

architects and engineers was the street width and speed to move as many cars as possible but 

nowadays when traffic problems evolved and no space for people to communicate with each 

other the concern of architects is how to create livable streets for pedestrian and other street users 

to walk through rather than just using the vehicle (Arredondo, 2014). Also the street acts as a 

fundamental link between buildings, encouraging the movement of pedestrians along the street. 

“The only legitimacy of the street is as public space. Without it, there is no city” (Kostof, 1993). 

Creating street environments where people have the opportunity to communicate with each 

other, such as for a public outdoor market or festival, and to encourage recreational, leisure or 

social activity. One of the prime roles of the street is  social greetings, conversations and passive 

contacts, where people simply see and hear other people, are those social activities that shape our 

personal identity by how we choose to respond and being a part of community (Mehta, 2013). 

This type of social activity depends on the presence of people in the same physical environment, 

as in an active street. For this to occur, these activities need to be in a safe and comfortable 

environment that supports open public social contact. The street is, as Jukes writes (Jukes, 1991) 

,“a central metropolitan thoroughfare, an arena where strangers encounter one another, come 

face to face with the size and heterogeneity of urban life”.  

As from cultural aspects, a street is the urban space that faced several cultures through it, thus 

values and benefits of the street changes across cultures. “More than any other element of the 

urban infrastructure, streets both record and determine the history of city form” (Mehta, 2013). 

Streets may also be the key that hold certain  historical memories of a city .these streets  are the 

basis in constructing the city’s image and shaping how the public values and  considers the past  

(Mehta, 2013) 

 

A  commercial street could also carry out ceremonial events where people gather to celebrate a 

definite or memorial occasion as in “Habib Borgiba Avenue” they gather around “7
th

 November 

place. “Visualizing the street as a network of connected public open space translates into 

rethinking the political, social, economic, and environmental issues facing our cities” (Mehta, 

2013) 
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As for economic impact, commercial streets are more desirable for new business and they 

improve the property values which are associated with the economic growth of the city (Mehta, 

2013). Streets are a reflection of one’s character it affects what we do and what we think. Street 

as the basic element of the city is the most influencing elements of the urban identity (Lynch K. , 

1960).  

 

Principles for enhancing commercial street identity  

Some principles for place identity enhancement are clarified to provide urban planning 

guidelines for the enhancement of viable place identity in commercial streets. These principles 

have been conducted from several case studies which were carried out in pedestrian and semi-

pedestrian streets, which are dimensionally and geographically different but share common 

qualities (Sepe, 2013).  

 

-Respecting the place identity should be considered within the framework of planning tools 

on a different scale 

-Identity resources of a place have to be protected and enhanced so as to give the place its 

distinctive character 

-Proper enjoyment of the physical qualities and natural beauty of the place should be -

considered a priority 

-Attention to context is to be understood from a social, environmental and urban perspective 

-The maintenance of buildings, roads and public spaces should be programmed 

-Places should perform functions which don’t cause intensive use that can damage site 

quality  

-Local business should be enhanced 

-Users of a site should be questioned about place identity  

-Place identity should be monitored periodically 

-Vehicle use in areas with heavy pedestrian throughput should be avoided or slowed down 

-The safety of users is a paramount 
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Great streets are called “Streets for life” they are the kind of streets that are easy to use and enjoy 

throughout life (Elizabeth Burton, Inclusive Urban Design: Streets For Life, 2006). 

A set of design principles in designing commercial streets have been set by different architects to 

maintain successful streets.  

Some principles should be considered when designing liveable streets according to Burton as 

stated in her book “Streets for life” (Elizabeth Burton, Inclusive Urban Design: Streets For Life, 

2006) 

-Familiarity  

-Legibility  

-Distinctiveness  

-Accessibility 

-Comfort  

-Safety 

 

Also, the guidelines reference the UK Manual for Streets (2007) and detail principles that should 

influence the layout and design principles of streets in commercial areas. These principles 

include: 

-Connectivity and permeability; 

-Sustainability: Priority should be given to the needs of walking, cycling and public  

-Safety: Streets, paths and cycle routes should provide for safe access by users of all  

-Legibility: It should be easy for both residents and visitors to find their way in the area 

-Sense of Place: Streets should contribute to the creation of attractive and lively mixed use 

places. 

 

Commercial streets are a part of a larger system of city streets and spaces. Their location and 

design should be considered carefully to be able to serve the organization and the street system in 

which they are implanted (Elizabeth MacDonald, 2003).  

The place identity principles together with the key principles for streets makeup the attributes for 

enhancing commercial street identity. These attributes will be discussed in the next section of the 

paper  
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Place identity attributes 

Definition  

In this research, to seek the design attributes of street identity is to study the objects where the 

identity of place is derived, physical form , activities and the meaning attributes. 

To begin with, the issue of having some places successful and others not was a debate that urban 

designers started thinking of it 30 years ago. Sherman started making a checklist with the 

characteristics that a successful urban space must have. He concluded from it that any place to be 

successful it must have an identity and structure otherwise its effect will only be on the first time 

visitor (Sherman, 1988).  

People prefer visiting some streets than others; each street has its different character that 

distinguishes it.  For example, for some streets its’ physical settings that make them unique and 

rich. Moreover, some streets are known by their activities and type of trade along the street. 

Vibrancy of color, music, fashion, latest collection, and goods collection all these factors 

develops affection and sense of place between the individual and the environment. (Zalina 

Samadi, 2012) 

As discussed before, the identity of the place illustrate’s the place own tastes and values as 

Lynchs explained .There is many definitions by different authors for place identity that are 

related to its components and the many possibilities of combining them.  Place identity is a 

mixture not only the physical appearance of the environment and its color and texture but the 

social relations within the place, meanings and feelings shared between the environment and the 

individual, the memory of the place, and culture. (Sepe, 2013) 

The relation between the attributes 

According to Relph definition of place identity, he argues that three main consistent of place 

identity are” that 'physical setting', 'activities', and 'meanings’.  

Drawing on Ralph’s work, Canter (1977) saw places as functions of 'activities’, ‘physical 

attributes' and 'conceptions'. Building on Relph and Canter's ideas, Punter (1991) and 

Montgomery (1998) located the components of a place identity within urban design. 

In Urban Design Compendium: Delivering Quality Places provide the principles to provide 

guidance on what needs to be done at each stage to ensure delivery of places. Urban Design 

Compendium addresses some of the place attributes in more details, particularly with regard to 

long term management of places (Yeang, 2000. ).  
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-Physical Form Attributes 

To begin with, talking about the physicality of a place is about the built form of the place, and its 

morphology.The physical attribute is the way we use this place and how we act with it 

(Madanipour, 1996). Physical attributes were reviewed by multiple authors throughout the years 

from 1975 to 2012. The reviewed references were selected among the well-known and widely 

cited urban space researches during the last 40 years. These attributes are categorized it to 

categories according to the most significant attributes and their frequency in the reviewed 

literatures. Each reference highlights some of the effective attributes, seating, accessibility and 

proportions of the space were examined as some of the most mentioned attributes in the studied 

researches(Mohadeseh Mahmoudi, 2015). 

 

Figure 6 Identified physical attributes of streetscapes (Mohadeseh Mahmoudi, 2015) 

 

-Activity Attributes 

Moreover, comes the activity that takes place in the spaces, which gives the place its vitality and 

energy. Jane Jacobs (Jane, 1961)was the first to investigate that for a place to have urban quality 

it is reflected in the street’s activity. Gehl (Gehl, 1989)and Cook (Cook, 1980)also emphasized 

Jane Jacobs words, when they stated that street life, street activity in and through the buildings, 

types of transactions and trades are mainly the reason for a successful urban space.  

The street activity is categorized in to 3 types of activities (Gehl, Life Between Buildings: Using 

Public Space, 1987). The necessary activities the optional and the social activities . 
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The simple truth is that combinations of mixtures of activities, not separate uses are the key to 

successful urban places. This means that the key to sustaining diversity can be achieved when, 

within easy travelling distance there are relatively large numbers of people with different tastes 

and likings. Vitality can be assessed by measuring pedestrian flows and movements, the term 

diversity ranges across a far wider set of factors  (Montgomery, 1998) : 

 

 the extent of variety in primary land uses 

 the proportions shops 

 patterns in opening hours, including the existence of evening and night-time activity; 

 the presence and size of street markets, and types of specialism; 

 the availability of cinemas, theatres, cafe's, pubs, restaurants and other cultural and 

meeting places offering service of different kinds at varying prices and degrees of quality; 

 the availability of spaces, including gardens, squares and corners to enable people-

watching and other activities  

 patterns of mixed land ownership so that self-improvement and small-scale investment in 

property is possible; 

 the availability of differing unit sizes of property  

 the degree of innovation and confidence in new architecture, so that where possible there 

should be a variety of building types, styles and design; 

 the presence of an active street life and active street frontages 

 

-Meaning Attributes 

As for the meanings that a place develops, the sense of security and comfort, vibrancy of a place, 

whether it’s quiet or threatening all these depend on the person’s sense of place.  Meaning of a 

place is a reference of the history it holds.  A place has an image or a meaning is related to the 

sense of security and safety in the street. ‘Being able to walk safely in a city space is a prequiste 

for creating inviting well-functioning cities for people” (Gehl, Cities for People, 2010). 

As Alexander (Alexander, 1979) and Lynch (Lynch, 1960)mentioned that psychology and 

meaning of a place depends on human senses from which a person can describe and draw mental 

maps for a place as a guidance within the place. 
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Thus, we can now see that successful urban places must combine quality in any of the three 

essential elements: physical space, the activity in the place and the meaning experience 

(Montgomery, 1998).  As concluded from the above categories, principles and criteria the 

attributes that define the place identity are the following  
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Figure 7 A visual metaphor for the nature of places (Canter, 1977) 
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Figure 8 Components of a sense of place (Punter, 1991) 
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Analytical examples 

 

If a street is to become an appropriate and enjoyable place, it must has a distinctive environment. 

Different interrelated elements reflecting the character, needs and aspirations of a particular 

community is a key element in making great streets (Jacobs A. B., 1993). This section is 

discussing the analysis of some successful streets.  Each street is described and holds its unique 

identity. 

The following examples, are 3 of the best commercial streets therefore, they have some qualities 

in common,for example their central location within the city, diversity of stores and on the other 

hand they are different in other points. Analysis of these examples shows the key identity of each 

street according to the attributes of identity that most highlight the street.  

 

Passeig de Gràcia, Barcelona 

 

Few times in designing of cities there was a concentration on the physical qualities of the street 

itself, for example, their sizes, detailed design of all their parts, and their addition in the context 

they belong. Passeig de Gràcia is one of those streets. Passeig de Gràcia is an open-air museum 

boasting some of the world's most famous buildings.  

 

Physical Attributes 

 

Passeig de Gràcia like any other successful street is placed in the center of the city as it was 

meant to be the main shopping street of the city. Beginning with the plaza catalunya and ending 

at Aveinda do Diagonal where there is a monument.  

 The street is clearly connected to the old city via the square of catalunya, that provides access to 

the historical main street Las Ramblas.  

The street is 61 m wide and 1.6 km in length with a 4.8 median strip planted with large trees and 

5.5 on street parking and access roads. The roadway is 17.6m for six traffic lanes, five in one 

direction and one lane for buses in the opposite direction. It is one mile in length.  

The buildings are of similar height which gives the street its richness and harmony. The 

buildings height is around seven to eight stories. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Passeig_de_Gr%C3%A0cia,_Barcelona
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Passeig_de_Gr%C3%A0cia,_Barcelona
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Passeig_de_Gr%C3%A0cia,_Barcelona
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The sidewalks are wide enough to accommodate a lot of people with ease. A line of trees is 

planted which form a continuous canopy. 

The enclosure of the street is achieved by the line of the trees in the median and on the 

sidewalks. 

The buildings are rich in the details although there is diversity in the design of the buildings yet 

they stand up as one and they define the street. 

The buildings are of the same height, and are extremely well designed and often but not all of 

them are art nouveau in style 

This street is well known by some of the famous buildings by Gaudi and other famous architects 

that give the street its image.  This represented in for example, Casa Milla, the Casa Amatller. 

Passeig de Gràcia is known by its unique Gaudi pavements in addition to traditional well 

maintained pavements.  

Benches are found along the street with some distinctive benches designed by Gaudi. 

 There are at least 4 types of lighting along the street.  

 

 Activity attributes 

Passeig de Gràciais mainly a shopping street that sells a variety of goods and services but mostly 

clothes and restaurants.  

Along the streets there are a number of hotels, and museums. There are one or two movie houses 

along the streets. 

Density of people along the street is mainly due to shopping reasons as the street is a home to 

many famous brands. 

Passeig de Gràciais is directly connected with metro station which pass under the boulevard. All 

kinds of transport can be found on this main street. 

 

Meaning Attributes 

Passeig de Gràciais is a perfect blend of unique architectural heritage and shopping. It is shaped 

by great artists for example Gaudi who constructed La Pedrera which is a World Heritage Site.  

It is safe to walk on the street as there is a slow zone for vehicles. 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Passeig_de_Gr%C3%A0cia,_Barcelona
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Passeig_de_Gr%C3%A0cia,_Barcelona
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Passeig_de_Gr%C3%A0cia,_Barcelona
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Passeig_de_Gr%C3%A0cia,_Barcelona
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Figure 10 An overview for the Passeig De Gracias in Barcelona Figure 9 Physical elements along the street 

Figure 11 Enclosure of the street 
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Physical Attributes Activities Attributes Meaning Attributes 
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Broadway Street (Times Square) 

Some streets are distinguished from others by its intensity of activity, the interactions of people, 

the mix and the connections between activities. These streets gain their identity from the activity 

attribute. One of these streets is Broadway Street in Manhattan. Broadway is the most famous 

street of Manhattan it creates interesting places in the plan of the city due to the various and 

different activities along its length.  

 

Physical Attributes  

 

Broadway runs diagonally through the street grid in Manhattan, creating both irregular 

intersections and open public spaces.  

The Broadway actually runs 21 km through Manhattan and 3.2 km through the Bronx but this 

study will concentrate on the main commercial part of the street which extends from Herald 

Square to Times Square (from 34th street to 50th street). 

Broadway shows a strong continuity concerning both its visual impact and functional use. On the 

Broadway some street restricted the flow of vehicles creating squares and plaza for pedestrian. 

The Broadway varies in its width 10.96 with five lanes, two on street parking and 2 bike lanes 

and 1 vehicle lane.  

The sidewalks are not the same width along the Broadway. In some places the sidewalk get 

widened to accommodate lots of people, creating a ribbon of public gathering spaces  

The enclosure of the street is achieved by the tall buildings creating complete enclosure.  The 

streets are completely shaded no sun penetrates the street except in the intersections of the 

avenues and the streets. 

The buildings are a variety of office buildings retail buildings with different architectural design.  

Near herald square the façade of the buildings are of classic design, while along the street to the 

Times Square, the buildings in international style skyscraper with glass curtain walls start to 

appear. The buildings are not of the same height 

The streetscape on the Broadway has been developed and maintained. The sidewalks are 

widened moveable seating elements and plantings have been added but these aren’t designed 

according to a grid or a specific module. Trees and flower boxes are scattered along the 

Broadway with no grid. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Bronx
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Activity attributes 

Broadway is known as the theatre district because, aside of being a commercial street with 

stores, hotels and other business,  the area of midtown Manhattan encompass the largest 

concentration of playhouses in the world.  

The density of people in this place is mainly due the livability of the street with uses other than 

retail such as the entertainment shows which occur in the streets and the different activities that 

takes place on the Broadway.  

The Broadway is directly connected with metro station which passes under the boulevard. All 

kinds of transport can be found on this main street. 

 

Meaning Attributes 

The broad way includes buildings that have long history. The New York times newspaper 

building which was the second highest building in the world at time. 

Pedestrian plazas with street furniture created at Times Square, Herald Square, and Madison 

Square Park 

Broadway successfully improved traffic flow and increased safety, while creating new space for 

pedestrians and bicyclists.  

The maintenance on the Broadway should be taken in to account as the sidewalks and the street 

aren’t in a good condition 

The sun penetration is limited through the street; this is due to the tall buildings along the street 

which affect the comfort aspect of the street 
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Figure 13 An overview for the Broadway in Manhattan Figure 12 Enclosure of the street and buildings height 

Figure 14 Activities in Times Square 
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Market Street (San Francisco) 

Streets that have a strong memory and unique feature that distinguish it from others results in 

making identity. The market street in San Francisco is based especially on images preserving the 

memory of the earthquake that hit San Francisco in 1906. Destroying many parts of the city 

including the streets. Market Street was once a great street if San Francisco had a grand avenue 

or a main street market street was it. Sooner or later people who visit San Francisco they should 

come along the market street as one of the main streets of the city. This street is identified by its 

views as in some points a view of the sea and the hill can be seen. 

 

 

Physical Attributes 

 

The market street has a total length of five kilometers it runs from the sea to the twin peaks hill 

the study will concentrate on the stretch from embarcadero to Castro 

Market street is about 36meters wide comprises a carriage way with four lanes, bicycle lanes in 

some stretches and 2 sidewalks lined with trees. Their width remains approximately constant 

until the intersection with Van Ness then it becomes widened till the intersection with Castro 

The market street doesn’t have a homogeneous urban character the street shows several 

characters.   

The street is divided into 2 stretches. From Embarcadero to Powell the buildings are historical 

and date back to 1900 with skyscrapers housing banks or financial companies.  The second 

stretch from Powell to Castro the historical buildings are erected in the same period late 

nineteenth to early twentieth century in different styles and alternate with recent buildings mostly 

lacking architectural distinctiveness 

The enclosure of the street varies along the length of the street as the ratio between the height of 

the street and the buildings vary. 

Buildings of historical interest observable on market street all listed in the National Register of 

Landmarks they were built various forms of the Classical Revival style. 
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Activity attributes 

 

The street is known by its ground floor and offices and various kinds of shops and chain stores 

and restaurants. 

The open spaces and monumental fountains where people gather and socialize.  

 The street is connected to metro stations; transportation is provided by cars various kinds of 

buses, streetcars, the subway, the Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) and bicycles. 

 

Meaning Attributes 

 

Buildings of historical interest s are observable on the market street. Which include the Matson 

building,The ferry building, the Old Chronicle Building and many others which are listed in the 

National Register of Historical items 

Also historical monuments are present on the street as Historic fountain the Lotta Crabtree 

Fountain. 

The market street has signs of earthquake in it which can be seen in its buildings which act as 

memorable buildings.  

It wasn’t just the well to do who came to market street but everyone rich and poor resident and 

visitor alike. 

This street identity comes from its history, the reconstruction and the redevelopment of the street 

after the earthquake helped to develop and bring life one more time to the street. Also new stores 

are opened but the Market Street as a whole doesn’t have the liveliness and attraction that it once 

had. 
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Figure 15 Enclosure of the Market Street 

Figure 16 Heights of buildings along the Market street Figure 17 An overview for the Market Street in San fransisco 

Figure 18 Historical buildings on the Market Street 
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Conclusion 

  Commercial streets identity is the image that people hold in their minds as a result of interaction 

between the people and the street.  

Aim of this research was to classify commercial streets according to their types, and to address 

the different attributes for building a distinctive place identity for each street. 

The previous literature focused on the different symbols, subjects and parameters of street 

classification, and concentrated mainly on the attributes of the place identity. The current study 

used an analytical method as part of the classification process of place identity and addressed the 

three variables of attributes which are the physical- activity and meaning attribute 

In an attempt to establish the results of this investigation, and to obtain the distinctive identity of 

commercial streets, the classification process was examined on international streets. A checklist 

is applied on the examples to recognize the key identity of each street.  

To conclude it is clear, that commercial streets are affected by the three attributes of identity 

physical attribute, activity attribute and meaning attribute. For a street to be successful the 

mixture of the three attributes is essential for any commercial street with different degrees. But 

each street has a key identity that differentiates and makes it unique.  

 This image of the street may be based around one attribute more than another or it may be an 

element of the attribute. Some streets have more activity and aliveness others may be unique in 

the street design. The key element that compose the image which identifies the street creates the 

street identity. 

  

Recommendations 

The state has to ensure that new developments must make a positive contribution towards the 

environment of the street, with particular regard to its character and prohibit applying general 

broad laws that do not consider their worth and significance. 

 

The state must improve the budgets concerning the enhancement of commercial streets 

throughout the country to maintain these streets from deterioration 

 

Every commercial street has its architectural identity, style and current physical condition; this 

means that each street must have an adequate way to deal with. The laws and guide lines differ 
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from a street to another. It’s a planning responsibility to set the guide lines and laws concerning 

new developments, at an appropriate scale, for shopping and services to sustain the health and 

vitality of the street. 

 

The guideline process must restrict certain physical elements like building masses. The 

integration of new developments should improve or strengthen the character regardless of the 

integration adopted. It must avoid the use of unstudied heights and metaphors that directly 

deteriorate the character of the street. 

 

The government and the media must stress on the importance of the place identity and its 

aesthetic value. Increasing the public awareness towards the street will foster the sense of 

belonging to the place.  

Also, encouraging public participation during the process of integrating new developments and 

give a chance for the public acceptance ,this give respect to local residents’ needs and 

aspirations. Use of public and social investment to reinforce potential achievement in the 

commercial street. 

 

Encourage mixed-use developments. A mix of housing and offices supports retail by creating 

more customers, supporting longer business hours, and bringing in rents higher than would be 

likely in the same place without the mix of housing and office space. Office components provide 

daytime retail and restaurant demand, while residents add customers in the evening. 

 


